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Komon Kimono Lined, In Natural Silk, Japan Around 1960, Very Good Condition

320 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : Très bon état

Length : 164 cm - 4'

Width : 154 cm - 5'1

https://www.proantic.com/en/594929-komon-kimono-lined-in-

natural-silk-japan-around-1960-very-good-condition.html

Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

Kimono komon in natural silk with traditional

designs of tõ or buttõ or tõbba from Japan,

Japanese version of the pagoda posed in branches

of cherry blossoms, chrysanthemums and

bamboo.

The inner lining is in cream silk, and white

hemmed with a coral shade.

Sizes: Length: 164 cm, width: 154 cm Japan

around 1960, in very good condition.

Here, the patterns are dyed by hand or stencil

(katagami), most often.

They are small and repeated regularly over the

entire surface of the garment (the geometric

elements of the drawings are sometimes so small

and regular that, seen at a distance of 2 or 3

meters, the fabric seems to be plain).

This type of kimono is very practical and is easy



to wear on a daily basis. Indeed, the choice of

accessories and obi (the belt) is easier and less

strict than in the case of other more dressed

kimonos where everything is codified according

to precise rules.

It thus leaves more room for imagination.

Enhanced by an elegant obi and judiciously

chosen accessories that will add an original touch

to the whole, it is perfect for an outing, a friendly

meeting or a theatrical evening.

An elegant well-accessorized komon is well

worth an iromuji.

# On www.winsteinprovence.com you will find a

large selection of kimonos for men and women,

from the 1900s to the 1970s, as well as an

explanation of each model.

# The dyeing techniques are numerous and offer a

varied range (Edo komon, Kagakomon,

Kyôkomon, bingata, sarasagata, rôketsuzome,

shiborizome ...). Originally, edokomon motifs

appeared on the clothing of warriors

(kamishimo), and represented the fief to which

they belonged, thus facilitating their

identification.

From the middle of the Edo period (1603-1868),

kimonos and kori-style haori became very

fashionable among the common people and the

variety of designs and patterns increased (stylized

plants and animals , lucky elements, compositions

giving rise to puns ...).


